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Abstract

Session: Police & Public Security
Presenter: James Wong, Motorola (Singapore)
Title: Demand on your Communication System during Disasters

Be it Dea-gu Subway Fire or the Bali Bombing, how will your communication perform when such a disaster strike in your city? The paper will study the demand on the communication system and design consideration for a system to survive a disaster. A review of the paper - "Answering the call: Communication Lessons learned from the Pentagon Attack" by PSWN.
Abstract

Session : Police & Public Security
Presenter : John H. Song & Roger Fung (SUNY College at Buffalo)
Title : Challenges of Ecstasy Trade to Security and Crime Control in Asian Societies

MDMA, commonly known as Ecstasy, is a well known drug at rave parties throughout the world. This paper focuses on the general pattern of use of Ecstasy and the international Ecstasy trafficking in Asia. In addition, based on the initial findings of interviews with law enforcement officers in a limited number of Asian countries, this paper will discuss the challenges the Ecstasy trade poses to crime control.
Abstract

Session: Police & Public Security
Presenter: Sun Juan (Chinese People’s Public Security University) & Cui Song (Liaoning Province Police Department, PRC)
Title: The Engineering of Quality Management System in China Police Organization, the Feasibility, Obstruction and Strategy Analysis.

Quality Management has been implemented as a general theory to improve public management in many countries. However, the conception of quality management is still strange to many Chinese Public Managers, while more and more practices of reformation and innovation in Chinese government especially in police organization actually coincide with the idea and pattern of quality management. To facilitate long-term and continuous improvement in Chinese police service, the research “Standard operation and efficiency, quality management in police organization” has been initiated by us and approved as a national social science project in 2002 with the project code of 02BZZO17. The paper we present here is a initiative material of the national project. In this paper we generally introduce the structure and system of Chinese police organization and launch a feasibility analysis for the application of quality management tools and techniques in it, then we present our quality management resolution, including obstruction analysis and strategy, to improve Chinese police service quality continuously. Because public service quality management is still a blank in Chinese, so researches and reformations in this area are greatly meaningful. We hope that researchers from other countries can carry out all kinds of cooperation with us and bring us a broader view of public service quality management in worldwide range.
Abstract

**Session**: Police & Public Security  
**Presenter**: Dawei Wang & Huixia Huang (Chinese People’s Public Security University)”  
**Title**: Chinese traditional cultural impact on domestic violence and implication on policing

Home should have been the harbor of a person, but domestic violence, like dark clouds over a large amount of families, has been noticed as an enduring social problem all over the world. Among the roots of domestic violence, cultural impact is one important aspect. Chinese traditional culture, despite its great wisdom and eternal value, has some negative impact on the problem. This paper focuses on the Chinese cultural gene of domestic violence in China and corresponding polices strategies in preventing and controlling the phenomena.
Abstract

Session : Police & Public Security
Presenter : Kam C. Wong (University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh)
Title : Law and Order in Cyberspace: A Case Study of Cyberspace Governance in Hong Kong

Hong Kong has been enjoying the benefits brought by the Information Age that has totally changed our private life and business operations. Computer mediated communication has brought people closer in a virtual world surpassing geographical distance, time zone difference, social inhibitions, or social barriers. With a high usage and penetration of information technology at households and offices, Hong Kong’s economy is increasingly and irreversibly relying on the Internet to operate. At the same time, computers, particularly the Internet, facilitate traditional criminality and bring new crimes of different types. To safeguard the environment for economic restructuring and e-commerce development, the Hong Kong government has made attempts to control computer crime and maintain order in cyberspace.

This research project is an attempt to study cyberspace governance and computer crime control in Hong Kong. The report begins with an investigation into the usage of personal computers and penetration of the Internet in the community. It is then followed by an exploration of the nature, prevalence and distribution of computer crime. The article finishes with a comprehensive description and thorough analysis of the approaches adopted by the government in controlling computer crime. Various recommendations in improving cyberspace governance are proposed to foster law and order in cyberspace.
Globlisation has a far-reaching implication for modern society. The development of communication technologies, particularly the Internet technologies leads to the reduction of temporal and spatial constraints on social processes\(^1\). The discourse about the destruction of the distance view of globalisation implicates the reconfiguration of the society taking place not merely on the level of local relations but also of place in ways that late modern social and criminological inquiries are beginning to realise.

However, the impact and implications of the above has experienced differently in various places across the world, including Hong Kong. This paper will examine the Hong Kong contemporary social life which the level uncertainty, insecurity and diversity is co-existing and intensifying with concerns about safety. The paper will also discuss the ways of the Hong Kong police governs and manages the risk of insecurity imposed upon by the introduction of the Internet into it social life.

---

Abstract

Session : Police & Public Security  
Presenter : Shu-Lung Yang (National Chung-Ching University, Taiwan)  
Title : An Empirical Study on the Decision-Making Process of Investigation-Initiation and Solvability Factors in Criminal Cases

The main purpose of this study was to investigate how do the police detectives take their priority of criminal-related cases, and what factors they consider important in solving and unsolved any given cases in Taiwan. Factors on the decision-making process of investigation-initiation include: high-ranking officer’s pressure, media attention, personal interest etc. Collection of adequate evidence, suspect’s confession, qualified/trained detectives, cooperation between staffs and so on are identified as solvability factors in the questionnaire. The criminal cases relate to solve and unsolved cases in the study was limited to homicide, sexual assault and theft offending.

In order to achieve its purpose, this study launched survey to 26 Criminal Investigation Divisions of the Police Department in Taiwan Area on July 1 to August 15, 2003. Around 1200 police detectives were randomly surveyed.

The data will be further analyzed in the end of August, 2003. The decision-making process of investigation-initiation and solvability-unsolved factors will be explored and presented in the coming paper.